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Abstract: Ceramic nanofibers (NFs) have recently been developed for advanced applications
due to their unique properties. In this article, we review developments in electrospun ceramic
NFs with regard to their fabrication process, properties, and applications. We find that surface
activity of electrospun ceramic NFs is improved by post pyrolysis, hydrothermal, and carbothermal
processes. Also, when combined with another surface modification methods, electrospun ceramic
NFs result in the advancement of properties and widening of the application domains. With the
decrease in diameter and length of a fiber, many properties of fibrous materials are modified;
characteristics of such ceramic NFs are different from their wide and long (bulk) counterparts. In this
article, electrospun ceramic NFs are reviewed with an emphasis on their applications as catalysts,
membranes, sensors, biomaterials, fuel cells, batteries, supercapacitors, energy harvesting systems,
electric and magnetic parts, conductive wires, and wearable electronic textiles. Furthermore,
properties of ceramic nanofibers, which enable the above applications, and techniques to characterize
them are briefly outlined.
Keywords: electrospinning; nano fabrication; nano ceramic fibers; materials characterization;
properties of ceramic materials

1. Introduction
Ceramics are widely used in many applications due to their chemical and thermal stability,
and high mechanical and electrical properties arising as a result of ionic and covalent bonds between
the atoms composing them [1,2]. Recently, ceramic fibers have been developed for many advanced
materials industries due to the unique properties known only in ceramic materials—superior high
oxidation and corrosion resistance, semiconducting, sensibility, electric charge storage, catalytic
behavior, magnetic properties, reconstruction of crystal units, tailored phase transformation, surface
modification and wide range of bio-compatibility, to mention just a few [3–5].
The development of nanotechnology leads to advances in materials and creates
innovative solutions to the drawbacks related to the bulk materials. With the decrease in the
diameter of fibers that is required to make nanofibers, the physiochemical and structural properties of
materials are modified according to the corresponding bulk materials. Several methods have been
developed to fabricate NFs, such as template method [6], self-assembly [7], phase separation [8],
melt blowing [9], drawing [10] and electrospinning method [11]. Among them, electrospinning
is a straightforward, cost-effective, and versatile technique that essentially employs a simple
and economical setup to produce NFs in a variety of shapes and sizes. For example, typical
electrospinning set ups for production of random (non-woven) and aligned (oriented) NFs are shown
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production of random (non-woven) and aligned (oriented) NFs are shown in Figure 1. In this method,
in Figure 1. In this method, a polymer solution or melt is charged by an electric force and deformed
a polymer solution or melt is charged by an electric force and deformed into a cone called a Taylor
into a cone called a Taylor cone, when electrostatic force overcomes the surface tension and viscosity
cone, when electrostatic force overcomes the surface tension and viscosity of a polymer droplet. The
of a polymer droplet. The high voltage between the needle tip with an aluminum collector causes
high voltage between the needle tip with an aluminum collector causes the jet to stretch into a finer
the jet to stretch into a finer filament with evaporation of solvents. Filaments are eventually
filament with evaporation of solvents. Filaments are eventually deposited on a plate or rotary collator
deposited on a plate or rotary collator to produce randomly non-woven or oriented NFs, respectively.
to produce randomly non-woven or oriented NFs, respectively. They are synonymously called
They are synonymously called fibrous mat, membrane or scaffold (see Figure 1).
fibrous mat, membrane or scaffold (see Figure 1).

Figure 1.
1. Schematic
electrospinning methods.
methods.
Figure
Schematic electrospinning

Electrospinning has been regarded as the most promising approach to produce continuous NFs
Electrospinning has been regarded as the most promising approach to produce continuous NFs
and the fiber diameter can be adjusted from micrometers to nanometers [4]. Electrospinning is a
and the fiber diameter can be adjusted from micrometers to nanometers [4]. Electrospinning is a
beneficial method to synthesize NFs of single and composite phases. Moreover, electrospinning has
beneficial method to synthesize NFs of single and composite phases. Moreover, electrospinning
been applied to natural and synthetic polymers, carbons and ceramics. Fibers with complex
has been applied to natural and synthetic polymers, carbons and ceramics. Fibers with complex
architectures, such as ribbon-shaped, porous, core-shell, or hollow can be produced by
architectures, such as ribbon-shaped, porous, core-shell, or hollow can be produced by electrospinning
electrospinning methods. It is also possible to produce nanofibrous membranes with designed
methods. It is also possible to produce nanofibrous membranes with designed aggregate structure
aggregate structure including alignment, patterning, and two and three-dimensional nanonets [12].
including alignment, patterning, and two and three-dimensional nanonets [12]. In recent years,
In recent years, considerable efforts have been undertaken for fabrication of ceramic NFs via
considerable efforts have been undertaken for fabrication of ceramic NFs via electrospinning methods.
electrospinning methods. Electrospun ceramic NFs are a specific classification of materials due to the
Electrospun ceramic NFs are a specific classification of materials due to the morphology, microstructure,
morphology, microstructure, composition and properties which enable them to be used in diverse
composition and properties which enable them to be used in diverse applications such as life science
applications such as life science and health-care sectors, energy and environmental ones, agriculture
and health-care sectors, energy and environmental ones, agriculture and food, electronic and magnetic
and food, electronic and magnetic devices [13].
devices [13].
Electrospun ceramic NFs have shown many unique characteristics and have enormous
Electrospun ceramic NFs have shown many unique characteristics and have enormous application
application potential in widely diverse areas. Considerable researches have been conducted on
potential in widely diverse areas. Considerable researches have been conducted on exploring the
exploring the properties and applications of electrospun ceramic NFs. For example, flexible
properties and applications of electrospun ceramic NFs. For example, flexible electrospun TiO2 -SiO2
electrospun TiO2-SiO2 mats are capable to curve to 1.3–3.4 mm radius of curvature even after heat
mats are capable to curve to 1.3–3.4 mm radius of curvature even after heat treatment, while bulk
treatment, while bulk ceramics are known to be brittle [14]. In another research, it is demonstrated
ceramics are known to be brittle [14]. In another research, it is demonstrated that composite laminate
that composite laminate electrospun mats increase the delamination strength, a great idea for using
electrospun mats increase the delamination strength, a great idea for using electrospun mats in
electrospun mats in industrial bonding [15]. Hybrid ceramic/polymer fibers can be easily synthesized
industrial bonding [15]. Hybrid ceramic/polymer fibers can be easily synthesized by electrospinning
by electrospinning method. Advantages of electrospinning methods aid to fabricate composite NFs
method. Advantages of electrospinning methods aid to fabricate composite NFs in which the ceramic
in which the ceramic nanoparticles (NPs), hydroxyapatite (HA) here, is randomly decorated on the
nanoparticles (NPs), hydroxyapatite (HA) here, is randomly decorated on the PA6 fibers without
PA6 fibers without agglomeration (see Figure 2) [16].
agglomeration (see Figure 2) [16].
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(a) Single phase ceramic NFs are obtained by elimination of polymer reagent via a certain heat
treatment procedure,
(b) Ceramic/polymer
hybrid NFs are synthesized without any more heat treatment.
treatment
procedure,hybrid NFs are synthesized without any more heat treatment.
(b) Ceramic/polymer
(b) Ceramic/polymer hybrid NFs are synthesized without any more heat treatment.
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of ceramic
and
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method.

Figure 3. Flowchart of ceramic and ceramic/polymer NFs fabrication via electrospinning method.
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at 300–450 ◦ C after evaporation of polymer reagents [19,20] (See Figure 4).
(See Figure

Figure 4. TEM images of Cu NPs inside a PAN NF. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [20].
Figure 4. TEM images of Cu NPs inside a PAN NF. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [20]. Copyright ©
Copyright © The Author(s) 2011.
The Author(s) 2011.

It is worth mentioning that amorphous to highly crystalized ceramic NFs can be obtained
It is worth mentioning that amorphous to highly crystalized ceramic NFs can be obtained
according to the heat treatment procedure. In following sections recent developments on monolithic
according to the heat treatment procedure. In following sections recent developments on monolithic
(single phase) and composite (hybrid) ceramic NFs are reviewed.
(single phase) and composite (hybrid) ceramic NFs are reviewed.
2.1. Single Phase Ceramic Fibers
2.1. Single Phase Ceramic Fibers
Many ceramic fibers have been so far prepared by electrospinning method. Not only simple
Many ceramic fibers have been so far prepared by electrospinning method. Not only simple
oxide ceramic fibers such as TiO2, Al2O3 and ZnO, but also complex oxide ceramic fibers such as
oxide ceramic fibers such as TiO2 , Al2 O3 and ZnO, but also complex oxide ceramic fibers such as
CaCu3Ti4O12 and Li1.6Al0.6MnO4 have been synthesized by electrospinning. In addition, non-oxide
CaCu3 Ti4 O12 and Li1.6 Al0.6 MnO4 have been synthesized by electrospinning. In addition, non-oxide
ceramic fibers such as ZrC and Cu2ZnSnS4 are also synthesized via electrospinning method. Table 1
ceramic fibers such as ZrC and Cu2 ZnSnS4 are also synthesized via electrospinning method. Table 1
lists several recent simple and complex oxide and non-oxide ceramic NFs produced by electrospinning.
lists several recent simple and complex oxide and non-oxide ceramic NFs produced by electrospinning.
Ceramic precursor is often used in the form of acetate, nitrate and carbonate, using the single
Ceramic precursor is often used in the form of acetate, nitrate and carbonate, using the single
phase and composite ceramic NFs that could be synthesized via processing appropriate solutions.
phase and composite ceramic NFs that could be synthesized via processing appropriate solutions.
Doping of a cation inside the crystal lattice of ceramic (e.g., Mg2+ into hexagonal ZnO) is another
Doping of a cation inside the crystal lattice of ceramic (e.g., Mg2+ into hexagonal ZnO) is another
advantage of this solution based route. Deionized water, ethanol, methanol or their combination are
advantage of this solution based route. Deionized water, ethanol, methanol or their combination are
applied for solving the ceramic precursor(s). Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), polyvinylacetate (PVA),
applied for solving the ceramic precursor(s). Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), polyvinylacetate (PVA), etc.
etc. are common polymer reagents that dissolves in many basic or acidic solvents. Dimethylformamide
are common polymer reagents that dissolves in many basic or acidic solvents. Dimethylformamide
(DMF) and chloroform (CF) are sometimes added to polymer solution for better charge polarization.
(DMF) and chloroform (CF) are sometimes added to polymer solution for better charge polarization.
Stirring is carried out until a homogenous and clear solution obtained. This stage could be done in
Stirring is carried out until a homogenous and clear solution obtained. This stage could be done
short period of 1 h or prolonged to 24 h. Adjustment of pH has significant role in dissolving ceramic
in short period of 1 h or prolonged to 24 h. Adjustment of pH has significant role in dissolving
and polymer precursors. As mentioned above, polymer concentration controls the viscosity of
ceramic and polymer precursors. As mentioned above, polymer concentration controls the viscosity
solution. Extra amounts of polymer not only result in thicker fibers but also causes the destruction of
of solution. Extra amounts of polymer not only result in thicker fibers but also causes the destruction
ceramic fibers and elimination of polymer during calcination. Heat treatment called calcination is
of ceramic fibers and elimination of polymer during calcination. Heat treatment called calcination is
preformed based on the nature of ceramic, for example, ZnO NFs are synthesized by calcination at
preformed based on the nature of ceramic, for example, ZnO NFs are synthesized by calcination at
500 °C for 2 h [21]. Calcination conditions and their effects based on the real experience are discussed
500 ◦ C for 2 h [21]. Calcination conditions and their effects based on the real experience are discussed
in a separate Section 3.3. As can be seen in Table 1, the final morphology of ceramic NFs could differ
in a separate Section 3.3. As can be seen in Table 1, the final morphology of ceramic NFs could differ
based on the choice of polymers, spinning and calcination conditions, such as straight, smooth,
based on the choice of polymers, spinning and calcination conditions, such as straight, smooth, tubular,
tubular, hollow, shorten fiber, sintered particles and irregular shapes.
hollow, shorten fiber, sintered particles and irregular shapes.
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Table 1. Recent developments in single phase electrospun ceramic NFs.
Polymer
Reagent(s)

Calcination Condition(s)

Morphology of Fiber

Application

Ref.

aluminum isopropoxide

PVP

500–1100 ◦ C

Straight

Surface adsorption

[22]

Al2 Cl(OH)5 ·2.5H2 O,

PVA

1100 ◦ C–1 h

Straight

Reinforcement

[23]

Straight

Insulation area

[24]

800 ◦ C–2 h

Hollow fiber

Switching and sensing applications,
Electro-magnetic materials,
microwave absorber

[25]

800 ◦ C–2 h

Straight

Superconductor magnets, motors
and generators

[26]

Composed of NPs together

Photocatalytic activity

[27]

Straight

Thermoelectric application

[28]

Ceramic Fiber

Ceramic Precursor(s)

Al2 O3
Al2 O3
Al2 O3 with CaO–SiO2

AlCl3 ·6H2 O, Ca(NO3 )2 ·4H2 O,
Si(OC2 H5 )4

PVP

BaFe12 O19

Ba(NO3 )2 , Fe(NO3 )3 ·9H2 O

PVP

BaZrO3

Barium acetate, zirconium
2,4-pentadionate

PVP

BiFeO3

Bi(NO3 )3 ·5H2 O, Fe(NO3 )3 ·H2 O

PVP

Ba-stabilized Bi-Co oxide

cobalt (II) acetate, barium acetate,
bismuth (III) acetate

PVA

600, 800, 1300

350

◦ C–1

h

◦ C–0.5

h (Argon
atmosphere)
850 ◦ C–2 h
◦ C–2

MnO2

KMnO4

PAN

1000

h

Diversified texture

Electrochemical Capacitors

[29]

CaCu3 Ti4 O12

Cupric acetate, calcium nitrate,
tetrabutyl Titanate,
2,2-bis(4-cyanatophenyl)
isopropylidene

PVP

600–1130 ◦ C

Straight with beads

Dielectric

[30]

CaCu3 Ti4 O12

Ti(C4 H9 O)4 , Cu(NO3 )2 ·3H2 O,
CuCl2 , Ca(NO3 )2 ·4H2 O, CaCl2

PVP

900 ◦ C–4 h

Straight

Fillers in dielectric

[31]

CdTiO3

Cd(CH3 COO)2 ·2H2 O, TIP

PVA

800 ◦ C

Smooth and uniform surface

Removal of industrial pollutants and
noxious wastes

[32]

Ce0.96 Fe0.04 O2

Ce(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O,
Fe(NO3 )3 ·9H2 O

PVP

500, 600, 700, and 800 ◦ C for 2 h

Straight

Magnetic applications

[33]

Cex Sm1−x O2

Ce(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O,
Sm(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O

PVP

500 ◦ C–2 h

Short fiber

Energy industrial applications

[34]

CoFe2 O4

Co(NO3 )2 ·6H2 O,
Fe(NO3 )3 ·9H2 O

PVA

300, 500 and 800·◦ C for 4 h

Straight

Magnetic recording device

[35]

CuCr2 O4

Cupric nitrate and Chromium
acetate

PVP

500–800 ◦ C–2 h

Particles sintered after heat
treatment

Catalysts

[36]

Cu2 ZnSnS4

Cu(CH3 COO)2 , Zn(CH3 COO)2 ,
SnCl2 , thiourea

PVB

150–550 ◦ C, 1–48 h

Sintered after heat treatment,
Laminated, Sintered particles

Photovoltaic cell

[37]

GdBaCo2 O5+δ

Gd(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O, Ba(NO3 )2 ,
Co(NO3 )2 ·6H2 O

PVP

600, 900 and 1000 ◦ C for 5 h

Sintered particles

Solid oxide fuel cell

[38]

GeO2 /SnO2

Tin(II) chloride, germanium oxid

PVP

500 ◦ C–2 h

Straight

Lithium-ion batteries

[39]

HA

Ca(NO3 )2 ·4H2 O, P2 O5

PVP

500–700 ◦ C–0.5 h

Straight

Biomedical

[40]

Pd/Cu doped in CeO2

Ce(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O,
Pd(NO3 )2 ·2H2 O,
Cu(NO3 )2 ·2H2 O

PVP

550 ◦ C

Straight and smooth

Water-Gas Shift (WGS) catalysis

[41]
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Table 1. Cont.
Ceramic Fiber

Ceramic Precursor(s)

Polymer
Reagent(s)

Calcination Condition(s)

Morphology of Fiber

Application

Ref.

LaCoO3

La(NO3 )3 6H2 O,
Co(NO3 )2 ·6H2 O

PVP

200, 400, and 700 ◦ C–2 h

Short fiber

Rechargeable Zn–air batteries

[42]

La2 CuO4

La(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O,
Cu(NO3 )2 ·2.5H2 O

PVP

600 ◦ C for 5 h

Straight

Humidity sensor

[43]

LaMnO3

La(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O, Mn(Ac)2 ·4H2 O

PVP

600 ◦ C–3 h

Bend fibers after heat treatment

Sensors

[44]

La0.7 Sr0.3 MnO3

LaN3 O9 ·6H2 O, Sr (NO3 )2 ,
Mn(NO3 )2 ·4H2 O

PVP

500, 700, and 900 ◦ C for 7 h

Continuous structures, packed
particles

Magnetic properties

[45]

La2 Zr2 O7

Basic zirconium carbonate,
La(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O, LaCl3 ·6H2 O,
La(CH3 COO)3 ·4H2 O

PVA

600 ◦ C–2 h

Sintered particles to form a
fiber

High temperature insulation
applications

[46]

Li1.6 Al0.6 MnO4 doped Al

Lithium acetate, manganese
nitrate and aluminum nitrate

PVA and PVP

500,700,900 ◦ C–2 h

Short and Straight fiber,
relatively parallel

Lithium adsorption from polluted
effluents

[47]

Ce doped Lu2 SiO5

Lu(NO3 )3 , Ce(NO3 )3 ,
Si(OC2 H5 )4 ,

PVB

1000–1200 ◦ C–4 h

Long straight fiber

Luminescent

[48]

Mullite

Al(C3 H7 O)3 , Al(NO3 )3 ·9H2 O,
Si(OC2 H5 )4

Sol-Gel

1000–1400 ◦ C–2 h

Uniform-with beads

Reinforcement in ceramic matrix

[17]

Mullite

C9 H21 O3 Al, (Al(NO3 ) 9H2 O,
SiC8 H20 O4

PVB

800–1400 ◦ C–2 h

Straight

High temperature application,

[49]

Mn2 O3 and Mn3 O4

Manganese nitrate 4-hydrat

PVA

500, 700 and 1000 ◦ C–1 h

Straight 3D porous random

Catalysis, ion exchange, molecular
adsorption, biosensors, wastewater
treatment and supercapacitors

[50]

Nb2 O5

Metallic niobium powder

PVP

600–700 ◦ C

Non-woven mat

Photocatalysis applications

[51]

Sintered particles, or lamellar
after sintering

Gas sensor, Catalyst

[52]

NiO

Ni(NO3 )2

PVP

400, 500 ◦ C–1 h

NiO

Nickel (II) acetate tetrahydrate

SAN

500–700 ◦ C–2 h

Straight

Thermistor

[53]

Ni/Al2 O3

Ni(NO3 )2 ·6H2 O,
Al(NO3 )3 ·9H2 O

PVP

700 to 1000 ◦ C

Straight and smooth after
calcination

Catalyst

[54]

Pr(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O, Sr(NO3 )2 ,
Fe(NO3 )3 . 9H2 O,
Co(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O,
H3 [NbO(C2 O4 )3 ]

PVP

700 to 1000 ◦ C–2 h

Short fibers

Solid oxide fuel cells

[55]

SiO2

Accuglass

PVP

400 ◦ C several times

Bead shape fibers after heat
treatment

Surface planarization

[56]

Silicon oxycarbide (SiOC)

Silicone resins (MK and H44
resin)

PVP

1000 ◦ C–2 h

Straight and smooth

Mechanical application

[57]

Silicon oxycarbide (SiOC)
doped Ag

Silver oxide or silver acetate, MK
(polymethyl-silsesquioxane
preceramic polymer)

PVP

1000 ◦ C–2 h

Straight, Ag inside the fibers

Antibacterial activity, Gas
permeability

[58]

Pr0.4 Sr0.6 Co0.2 Fe0.7 Nb0.1 O3−δ
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Table 1. Cont.
Ceramic Fiber

Ceramic Precursor(s)

Polymer
Reagent(s)

Calcination Condition(s)

Morphology of Fiber

Application

Ref.

SiO2 doped Bi2 MoO6

(NH4 )6 Mo7 O24 ·4H2 O,
Bi(NO3 )3 ·5H2 O

PVP

500–750 ◦ C–2 h

Broken short fibers

Photocatalytic

[59]

SnO2

Tin acetate

PVAc

450 ◦ C, 0.5 h

Regular fibrillar structure

Gas sensing

[60]

Bead shape fibers sintered after
heat treatment

Hydrogen sensor

[61]

SnO2 doped Al

SnCl2 ·2H2 O, Al(NO3 )3 ·9H2 O

PVP

600 ◦ C–5 h

SnO2 doped Ce

SnCl2 ·2H2 O, Ce(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O

PVP

600 ◦ C–5 h

Hollow fibers

Ethanol gas sensor

[62]

Acetone sensor

[63]

SnO2 doped Eu

SnCl2 ·2H2 O, Eu(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O

PVP

600 ◦ C–5 h

Straight and smooth after
calcination

Sm2 O3

Samarium carbonate

PVA

1000 ◦ C–2 h

Sintered particles forming a
fiber

Optical film, insulator

[64]

SrFe12 O19

Sr(NO3 )2 , Fe(NO3 )3 ·9H2 O

PVP

750 ◦ C–1.5 h

Short and relatively dense after
heat treatment

Photocatalytic adsorption

[65]

TiO2

Butyl titanate

PVP

550 ◦ C–2 h

Smooth

Photocatalyst

[66]

500 ◦ C–6 h

Depend on humidity varied
from short to long fibers

Photocatalyst

[67]

TiO2

Titanium (IV) n-butoxide (TNBT)

PVP
Sol-Gel

TiO2

Ti(OiPr)4

WO3

WCl6 , PVP

WO3

(NH4 )6[H2 W12 O40 ] nH2 O

PVP

500 ◦ C–3 h

Short fibers

Electrochemical detection

[68]

300–500 ◦ C–1 h

Short fiber

NO2 gas responses

[69]

500, 550, 600 ◦ C–1 h

Short fiber with sintered NPs

N.A.

[70]

fiber amplifiers, fiber optic
technologies and lasers

[71]

Yb2 O3

Ytterbium chloride

CA

550 ◦ C to 850 ◦ C–2 h

Particle and agglomerate
before and after calcination

ZnO

Zinc acetate dehydrate

PVA

500 and 700 ◦ C–4 h

Straight, Fluffy surface

Biosensors

[72]

ZnO

Zinc acetate dehydrate

PVA

500 ◦ C–2 h

Straight, Random

Low frequency AC electric fields

[21]

ZnO

Zinc nitrate hexahydrate

PVP

500 ◦ C–3 h

Straight

Explosive nitro-compounds sensor

[73]

ZnO/BaO

Zinc acetate dehydrate barium
acetate extra pure

Straight

Electrical and non-linear optical

[74]

PVA

850

◦ C–8

h

◦ C–3

ZnO/SnO2

Zn(NO3 )2 ·6H2 O, SnCl4 ·5H2 O

PAN

700–900

ZnO doped Mg

Zinc acetate, magnesium acetate

PVA

300–600 ◦ C–3 h

ZnO doped Cu

Zinc acetate, copper acetate

PVP

ZrC

Polyzirconoxane (PZO)

PAN

ZrO2

Zirconium n-propoxide

PVA

ZrO2 (YSZ)

Zirconium oxychloride, Yttrium
trinitrate hexahydrate

ZrO2 (8YSZ)

ZrOCl2 ·8H2 O, Y2 O3

PVP
PVP

450
1400

◦ C–3

h

h

◦ C–2

h

600 to 1050 ◦ C–4 h
500–1500
600–1400

◦C

◦ C–12

h

Rough surface

Lithium-ion anode

[75]

Sintered particles

Semiconductor

[76]

Straight

Thermal and electrical conductivity,
and optical properties

[77]

Core–shell, homogeneous

Ultra high temperature ceramics

[78]

Non-woven fibers

Thermal barrier coatings

[79]

Bead shape fibers after heat
treatment

Catalytic activity

[80]

Hollow fibers

Catalytic combustion

[81]
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2.2. Composite Ceramic/Polymer Fibers
The ceramic/polymer electrospun composite NFs exhibit high surface-to-volume ratios with
unique structure controlled morphologies. The inherent properties of these nanostructured
fibrous materials make them suitable candidates for various advanced applications. For example,
polymer/silicate NFs are used in diverse applications from biomedical, carbon fiber fabrication, food
packing, to sensing [82]. Promising approaches to constructing biodegradable polymers and bioactive
ceramics have been implemented via electrospinning of hybrid scaffolds [83]. A list of recent products
of hybrid electrospun NFs composed by polymer matrix and ceramic NPs and their applications are
given in Table 2.
Table 2. Recent products of electrspun composite ceramic/polymer NFs and their applications.
Ceramic

Polymer Type

Application

Ref

Graphene (G)
TiO2
Al2 O3
Al2 O3
ZrO2 /Y2 O3
HAp
CNT
SiO2 , Al2 O3 or BaTiO3
BaTiO3
Boehmite (AlOOH)
CuO
Sepiolite
(Si12 O30 Mg8 (OH)4 –(H2 O)4.8 H2 O)

PANI, PS, DMF
PVP
PVDF-CTFE
PLA
PAN
PHBV
PVDF
P(VdF-HFP)
PVDF
PA6, PCL
PU

Electrochemical sensor
Photo catalyst
Lithium-ion batteries
Biomedical Application
Shielding in electronic device
Tissue engineering
Strain sensors
Lithium-ion batteries
Piezoelectric materials Energy harvesting
Removal of heavy metal ions
Electrical application

[84]
[85]
[86]
[87]
[88]
[89]
[90]
[91]
[92,93]
[94]
[95]

PVB

Mechanical integrity in real applications

[96]

3. Fabrication of Electrospun Ceramic Mats
3.1. Assistant of Polymer
Since ceramic precursor solution does not have enough viscosity to make a jet during electrospinning
procedure, a polymer reagent is often used in spinning solution aimed at developing ceramic NFs.
Mohammadi et al. [97] and Zadeh et al. [49] explained the role of polymer reagent in viscosity
of the spinning solution of CaCu3 Ti4 O12 and mullite, respectively. Continuous electrospinning is
carried out when the viscosity of electrospinning solution is optimized. Higher polymer content
tends to increase the viscosity of the solution, eventually resulting in flat ribbon shaped ceramic
fibers. Another role of polymer solution is to obtain fibers with different diameter and crystallinity.
For example, a different mass ratio of zinc acetate/PVA (1:3, 2:3 and 1:1) causes increasing fiber
diameter and crystallite size of ZnO [98]. Similar results have been obtained for NiO NFs [52,99].
Figure 5 presents how the diameter and the crystallinity of NiO NFs increase with increasing the ratio
of nickel acetate/PVA in precursor.
According to Table 1, PVP and PVA are the most commonly employed polymer to synthesize
ceramic single phase NFs. This is because they have high solubility in a variety of solvents and good
compatibility with many metal alkoxides. To produce ceramic fibers, first soluble salts of metal are
dissolved in water or ethanol and then added to polymeric solution. Polymeric solution is often
prepared by adding DMF and CF in order to adjust the resultant fiber diameter and to prevent bead
forming [57]. Co-solutions consist of optimized ratio of ceramic precursor with polymer reagent are
mixed and then electrospun. After drying, calcination is the main step to produce ceramic single
phase NFs. Recent findings indicate that mixing of PVP with PVA help to achieve ultrathin NFs.
Saleemi et al. [100] synthesized magnesium cobaltite NFs using PVP, PVA and PVP/PVA (3:1) and
observed that the average diameter of NFs decreased from 250 to 200 nm in the case of combined
polymers. Average diameter is also decreased by using other polymer reagents such as polyethylene
oxide (PEO). Starbova et al. [101] examined PEO in the fabrication of electrospun ZnO NFs and found

Since ceramic precursor solution does not have enough viscosity to make a jet during
electrospinning procedure, a polymer reagent is often used in spinning solution aimed at developing
ceramic NFs. Mohammadi et al. [97] and Zadeh et al. [49] explained the role of polymer reagent in
viscosity of the spinning solution of CaCu3Ti4O12 and mullite, respectively. Continuous
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Figure 5. Schematic illustration of microstructural evolution in NiO NFs as a function of NiAc/PVA
ratio and high temperature calcination. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [99]. Copyright © 2009
Elsevier Ltd. and Techna Group S.r.l.

3.2. Electrospinning Parameters and Procedures
There are many parameters that affect electrospun ceramic NFs morphology. Among them,
the amount and composition of polymer in the solution are the most significant factors, as explained by
many researchers [85]. However, operating device parameters also play a significant role in achieving
different morphology and crystallinity of ceramic NFs. For example, shape and type of collector affect
the morphology of electrospun NFs. For example, a range of needle to collector distances can be
produced using a sloped collector for making multi-size fibrous mats [85]. Physical and electrical
properties, adhesion and density of the NFs on substrate are also depend on the type of collector
geometry. Lamastra et al. [102] examined four kinds of collectors for measuring the transmittance of
NiO electrospun NFs: Al collector, sputtered Ni on quartz, and bare quartz substrate. They found
that Ni-quartz target resulted in higher density of NiO NFs, while NiO-quartz target depicted more
adhesion with NiO NFs. Furthermore, humidity as another aspect of environmental parameters
also effect on NFs morphologies and crystallinity. Tikekar et al. [67] studied the effect of humidity
(RH ~ 25–60%) on the microstructure of TiO2 electrospun NFs. They applied a heated target to form
NFs at higher humidity (>60%), and observed that at higher humidity excessive plasticization of the
PVP is induced and individual nanocrystals of TiO2 are formed.
There has been much interest in fabricating aligned NFs via electrospinning. Several methods
are developed for arraying NFs in the same direction: collection of fibers across two parallel
closely spaced substrates and collection of fibers by high speed rotating mandrel [103,104] are most
common. Laudenslager et al. [103] reported that the parallel rotary disk (PDR) method has more
advantages than the other method for aligned fiber production, besides it is the only method for fabrication
of continuous NFs in diameter range of 100 to 1000 nm. Another interest in electrospinning is to fabricate
twisted rope NFs. Since the NFs rope offers improved mechanical properties, these types have the potential
to be used in many applications, such as artificial muscle and electronic devices. In this procedure, a tube
is rotated with a motor and another is fixed to an iron support. Zheng et al. [90] successfully synthesized
PVDF/CNT composite NFs rope for use in strain sensors. Synthesis of ceramic porous hollow NFs
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(e.g., Al2 O3 ) is another interest in modified electrospinning devices. In this type of electrospinning device,
an electrode is inserted into the PVC pipe to induce an electric charge into the solution and solution is
loaded into the reservoir from which the solution flowed the pipe. The flow rate is determined by the
difference of the air pressure between bottom of reservoir and inserted electrode pipe. Multiple pendent
drops are formed at the holes in the pipe through changing the applied voltage and shape of the Taylor
cones from which the polymeric jets are launched toward the grounded collector [105].
3.3. Calcination and Heat Treatment
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Figure 6. Image and SEM micrograph of (Pd/Cu) doped ceria in polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) matrix

Figure 6. Image and SEM micrograph of (Pd/Cu) doped ceria in polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) matrix
calcined at different heating rate; (a,c) rapid and (b,d) slow. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [41].
calcined atCopyright
different©heating
rate;B.V.
(a,c) rapid and (b,d) slow. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [41].
2014 Elsevier
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier B.V.
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It is worth knowing that fiber structure is not always achieved by calcination. Our findings
based on the literature review as shown in Figure 7 confirm the above statement. Smooth, straight,
broken, short fiber, sintered fibers and particles, belt and ribbon, hollow and porous fibers could be
the final morphologies after calcination of ceramic/polymer electrospun mats. The morphology of
pristine fibers changes dramatically at different temperature of calcination depending on the polymer
matrix and ceramic precursor. STA analysis of as-spun mats is usually employed to determine the
optimum calcination temperature. Degradation of polymer reagent, ethanol, nitrates, carbonates
and acetate groups in most as-spun mats are occurred at temperature <500 ◦ C. A region can be
observed at higher temperature in the differential scanning calorimetry-thermogravimetry (DSC-TG)
curves such that no weight loss occurred after a certain temperature [31]. The final stage of calcination
is performed at this temperature to form single phase ceramic fibers. Figure 8 shows the SEM images
of CaCu3 Ti4 O12 composite NFs calcined at different temperatures (600 to 1130 ◦ C) [30]. It is obvious
that the morphology of the final NFs depends on the calcination temperature. Calcination at lower
temperatures tends to form smooth surface NFs while higher temperatures tend to form porous ceramic
NFs due to degradation of organic compounds (such as nitrates, acetates and PVP). However, further
increasing of calcination temperature causes eliminating pores from surface of NFs, and suggests that
coarse grained ceramics NFs are formed due to the sintering. Further heat treatment causes to NFs
become a bulk ceramic.
Achievement of morphology different form original electrospun fibers has been observed
by several researches. For example, flower-like Li1.2 Ni0.17 Co0.17 Mn0.5 O2 microstructures was the
favorable morphology to facilitate the diffusion of lithium ions into pores of fabricated mat as an
electrode of a battery [107]. Figure 9 shows how PVA/ Li1.2 Ni0.17 Co0.17 Mn0.5 O2 pristine NFs change to
nanoplates (NPLs) with an open porous structure after calcination and finally transform to flower-like
microstructure at elevated temperatures.
3.4. Surface Modification of Electrospun Ceramic Mats
Two dimensional electrospun mats have high surface area in comparison to the other forms of
materials. There are many attempts to enhance the surface activity of NFs. Pyrolysis, hydrothermal,
carbothermal and other process have been performed on electrospun ceramic NFs to enhance
their surface activity promoting biomedical, electronic, sensor applications.
Pyrolysis of electrospun NFs is a new and effective method to beneficially allow for large scale
NF production. In this method, only the pyrolysis step required to transform the polymers to ceramics
at lower temperatures. This method is faster than common electrospun ceramic NF processing which
has multistep production and needs elevated temperature [108]. By pyrolysis of electrospun NFs
at lower temperature not only oxide ceramic NFs can be produced but also non-oxide ceramic NFs
(e.g., SiC, Si3 N4 , TiC) can be synthesized. SiO2 , Si3 N4 and Si2 N2 O nanowires (NWs) are achieved
from electrospinning mats afterwards by pyrolysis under N2 flow at 1300 ◦ C for 2 h. TiC NFs are
also synthesized first by electrospinning of polyacrylonitrile and titanium isopropoxide solution and
then thermally stabilized at 270 ◦ C in air for 3 h and then carbonized and pyrolyzed under Ar at
1000 ◦ C for 3 h [109]. The hierarchical structure including fibers decorated with SiO2 , Si3 N4 and
Si2 N2 O NWs possess a higher specific surface than simple NFs, which is more beneficial in gas sensor
devices [110]. Although microstructure NFs can be exchanged to desirable shape via pyrolysis method,
there are some problems to obtain perfect NFs. Eick et al. [108] overcame breaking the fibers during
pyrolysis by means of UV irradiation on mats that crosslinks the polymer and prevents fibers to flow
during pyrolysis.

the morphology of the final NFs depends on the calcination temperature. Calcination at lower
temperatures tends to form smooth surface NFs while higher temperatures tend to form porous
ceramic NFs due to degradation of organic compounds (such as nitrates, acetates and PVP). However,
further increasing of calcination temperature causes eliminating pores from surface of NFs, and
suggests that coarse grained ceramics NFs are formed due to the sintering. Further heat treatment
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Figure 8. SEM images of CaCu3Ti4O12 composite NFs calcined at different temperatures. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [30]. Copyright © 2012 Elsevier B.V.
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morphology to facilitate the diffusion of lithium ions into pores of fabricated mat as an electrode of a
battery [107]. Figure 9 shows how PVA/ Li1.2Ni0.17Co0.17Mn0.5O2 pristine NFs change to nanoplates
(NPLs) with an open porous structure after calcination and finally transform to flower-like
microstructure at elevated temperatures.
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crystal planes.
Carbothermal reduction is employed to achieve hollow fibers. Generally, carbothermal reduction
is carried out in two steps: the first step at lower temperature in vacuum and the second step at
elevated temperature in N2 atmosphere. AlN and ZrN hollow NFs are synthesized by electrospinning
of common precursor following carbothermal reduction. By this method, rough and hexagonal crystal
of AlN and ZrN are formed on the surface of NFs. The outer diameter and thickness of hollow fibers
are 500 and 100 nm, respectively [112,113].
Surface modification of ceramic NFs has been achieved chemically using organic and
inorganic solutions. In this case, ceramic or polymer/ceramic hybrid NFs are treated using an
appropriate sol and subjected to controlled calcination in accordance with the nature of the secondary
phase. Branched NFs of TiO2 NFs are achieved via immersing in V2 O5 sol and subsequent calcination at
550 ◦ C for 2 h at N2 atmosphere (see Figure 11) [66]. Qin et al. [114] found that soaking ceramic NFs in
water or air before or after calcination is also useful to change their microstructure. Functionalization is
a practical method for synthesizing hollow NFs. Huang et al. [115] functionalized the SiO2 electrospun

Si3N4 and Si2N2O NWs possess a higher specific surface than simple NFs, which is more beneficial in
gas sensor devices [110]. Although microstructure NFs can be exchanged to desirable shape via
pyrolysis method, there are some problems to obtain perfect NFs. Eick et al. [108] overcame breaking
the fibers during pyrolysis by means of UV irradiation on mats that crosslinks the polymer and
prevents
fibers
to flow during pyrolysis.
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The hydrothermal process is an effective method to improve surface activity of electrospun
ceramic NFs. Figure 10 shows the effect of the hydrothermal process on ZnO NFs at 160 °C in aqueous
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Figure 11. TEM image and electron diffraction patterns of selected areas of a TiO2/V2O5 composite
NFs. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [66]. Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ltd and Techna Group S.r.l.
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4.2. Mechanical Properties
The tensile strength of fibrous electrospun mats are measured using an electro-force planar
biaxial test bench instrument via applying uniaxial stress in accordance to ISO 527-3 standard.
Stretching rate and shape of the test sample are two critical factors to achieve accurate results.
According to the displacement of fixture and loading force, a stress-strain curve is plotted to study
the mechanical properties of mats such as elastic and plastic stage, Young module as well as ultimate
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4.2. Mechanical Properties
The tensile strength of fibrous electrospun mats are measured using an electro-force planar biaxial
test bench instrument via applying uniaxial stress in accordance to ISO 527-3 standard. Stretching
rate and shape of the test sample are two critical factors to achieve accurate results. According to the
displacement of fixture and loading force, a stress-strain curve is plotted to study the mechanical properties
of mats such as elastic and plastic stage, Young module as well as ultimate tensile strength (UTS).
The strain–stress curves of the PA66, PA66/MWCNT (multiwalled carbon nanotube) and
PA66/TMWCNT (treated multiwalled carbon nanotube) are shown in Figure 14. As can be seen,
MWCNT-based polymer composites have better mechanical properties than pristine polymers owing
to the reinforcing effect of MWCNT. Mixing of CNT and MWCNT into polymer NFs causes a significant
enhancement of mechanical properties due to enhancement of β phase and elasticity, and also formation
of a stable three-dimensional conducting network [117,118]. Xiang et al. [119] have also investigated
the incorporation of CNT NFs inside the electrospun PA6 fibrous mats, and found that fiber-fiber
load sharing can be enhanced by using each following methods; increasing friction between fibers,
thermal bonding, and solvent bonding. Moreover, adding the NPs into polymer NFs usually has similar
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4.3. Physical Properties
4.3.1. Porosity
The total porosity of electrospun fibrous mats can be measured with different methods. Bulk
density method, mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP), X-ray computed tomography (X-CT), and
Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) analysis are practical methods for determination of pore size and pore
size distribution of electrospun ceramics mats.
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4.3. Physical Properties
4.3.1. Porosity
The total porosity of electrospun fibrous mats can be measured with different methods.
Bulk density method, mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP), X-ray computed tomography (X-CT),
and Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) analysis are practical methods for determination of pore size and
pore size distribution of electrospun ceramics mats.
(a)

Bulk Density Method
The total porosity is calculated based on the following equation;
Porosity(%) = 100 −

ρ0
ρ

(1)

where ρ and ρ0 are bulk and true density, respectively. Bulk density is calculated by dividing the
weight by the volume of mat, and true density is measured by gas pycnometry method [57].
(b)

Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP)

In this method, the pore size is measured in accordance with the external pressure needed to
force the liquid into a pore against the opposing force of the surface tension of the liquid [57]. The basic
formula used in this method is:
Porosity(%) =

VPore
× 100
VPore + VApparent

(2)

where, VPore is the total pore volume of the test sample, and VApparent is the apparent volume of the
test sample. For this technique, a porosimeter device is used for the analysis of pore structure of
fibrous mats.
(c)

X-ray Computed Tomography (X-CT)

This method is a NDT technique for preparing digital data of samples like those in electrospun
fibrous mats by using computer processed X-ray to produce slices of specific areas of the body.
Then a three-dimensional image is built by stacking a large series of axial slice and carried out for
calculating solid fraction (SF). The porosity is then calculated via the following equation [124];
Porosity(%) = 100% − SF%
(d)

(3)

Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH)

BJH analysis is an analytical method to measure the pore size distribution of mesoporous materials.
Electrospun ceramic mats (e.g., Zn2 SnO4 ) can be easily characterized by this method [125]. In this
method, the amount of gas, preferably nitrogen, desorbed on the sample as a function of the partial
gas pressure is measured at 77 K. The modified Kelvin Equation (4) is then used to relate the amount
of adsorbate removed from the pores of the material, as the relative pressure (P/P0 ) is decreased from
unity to a lower value, to the size of the pores [126].
rk = −

2γV
RTLn( P/P0 )

(4)

where rk is Kelvin radius; V the mole volume of nitrogen; and γ the surface tension of liquid nitrogen.
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4.3.2. Gas Permeability
Gas permeability of electrospun fibrous mats are measured under inert gas flow (e.g., N2 or Ar)
on a disk with a certain diameter, mostly ~35 mm. A device calculates the permeability constant and
uses Forchheimer’s equation as follows [57];
Pa2 − Pb2
µ
= νs
2Pb L
k

(5)

where Pa and Pb are the absolute gas pressures at the entrance and exit of the sample, respectively. vs
and L are the superficial fluid velocity and sample thickness, respectively. F and µ are gas density and
viscosity, respectively.
4.3.3. Water Permeability
The water permeability test is performed using a dead-end filtration cell with a certain thickness
of membrane and filtration area. Before water permeability test, usually membranes are immersed in
ethanol for 1 h, and then, the membranes are sufficiently washed with de-ionized water. The deionized
water is filled in a reservoir and the filtration pressure is maintained by N2 or Ar gas. The weight of
the permeated water is measured for a certain period of time and applying pressure, and the water
permeability is calculated by Equation (6) [127]:
Water permeabilty =

m
tAP

(6)

where m is the mass of the permeated water (kg), t is the sampling time (s), A is the effective membrane
area (m2 ), and P is the pressure (bar).
4.3.4. Turbidity
The turbidity test is performed to observe the rejection of particulates and changes in the
turbidity. The certain amount of target solution is prepared and the test is performed using a dead-end
filtration system at room temperature as well as at certain pressure. According to the turbidity of
the samples, rejection rate is calculated using the following equation:
Rejection rate (%) = (1 −

Cf
) × 100
Ci

(7)

where Ci is the initial and Cf is the concentration of permeate. Ci and Cf can be calculated by UV-Vis
technique or using a turbidimeter [127].
4.3.5. Thermal Conductivity
Thermal conductivity has an important role during calcination of ceramic NFs. Fast weight loss
of polymeric compound creates more pores which are reasons for decreased thermal conductivity.
Phonon scattering centers and the phonon thermal conductivity depend on the concentration of defects.
By decreasing the grain size of the polycrystalline sample, the defects increase which provide effective
phonon scattering centers and thus reduce the phonon thermal conductivity. In addition, the presence
of porosity also has large effects in decreasing the thermal conductivity of a solid [46]. The thermal
conductivity of a polycrystalline ceramic NFs (e.g., La2 Zr2 O7 ) can be calculated by the following
equation [128]. This equation is valid for temperatures lower than 800 ◦ C.
κ = Cv νm Λ/3
where Cv is the specific heat, νm is the speed of sound and Λ is the phonon mean-free path.

(8)
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4.3.6. Gas Sensing
Gas sensing test is carried out generally by mounting the interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) in a
quartz tube placed inside furnace. The IDEs are connected to a resistance monitoring setup via platinum
wires. The cyclic exposure of the sensors to the analyte gases (e.g., H2 and NH3 ) is achieved with the
aid of mass flow controllers. The total gas flow rate is maintained constant during the sensing test,
which is carried out at a desired temperature. For ensuring stable resistance, the sensor is equilibrated
in dry air overnight at the required temperature before beginning of the gas sensing experiments.
During equilibration, dry air is flowed at a constant rate (e.g., 200 cm3 /min) and sensor signal,
which represents the magnitude of the change in electrical resistance when exposed to analyte gas, is
defined using the following equation [99];
R gas − R air
dR
=
R
R air

(9)

where Rgas and Rair represent the measured resistances when the sensors are exposed to the analyte
gas and air, respectively.
4.3.7. Hydrophobicity
To investigate the hydrophilic or hydrophobic properties of electrospun mats, contact angle of a
liquid on its surface is measured. For this technique, water, ethanol or their mixture is used to measure
the contact angle. It is worth knowing that the surface tension of the mixture solution decreases
with adding the ethanol to water. The height (y) and the half width (x) of the formed droplet on the
target surface are measured to calculate the contact angle (θ) using the following equation [129]:
cos θ =

x 2 − y2
x 2 + y2

(10)

It is worth mentioning that the electrospun fiber mats are capable to be superhydrophobic,
hydrophobic and hydrophilic. There are some critical parameters affecting the water contact angle
(WCA) values: porosity, pore size, pore size distribution and surface roughness that depend on
morphology of electrospun fibers. Pore size and surface roughness also depend on fiber diameter.
Cho et al. [129] showed that the porosity sharply increases as the fiber diameter increases and reaches
a plateau after a critical fiber diameter. The fiber mats with a large deviation of fiber diameter and
high surface roughness show a large change of the contact angle. Furthermore, single phase electrospun
polymer NFs are superhydrophobic and hydrophobic. By adding the ceramic NPs to polymer NFs,
WCA decreased and hydrophilic surface are formed with regard to the nature of molecular groups of
ceramic (e.g., nitride, oxide, hydroxyl, phosphate) [130].
4.3.8. Zeta Potential
The zeta potential measurement of electrospun NFs mats are different from powder samples that
require specimen holder preparation prior to use a commercial Zetasizer. For this technique, first two
acrylic plates are machined and assembled to form a microfluidic channel (150 µm high, 2.0 mm wide,
and 30 mm long). A frame is formed outside the hole where electrospun NFs are spun to cover around
the frame (see Figure 15). Two electrodes for the measurement of streaming currents are housed in the
top plate. A programmable micropump is used to apply fluid pressure with controlled flow rate (0.1 to
1.6 mL·min−1 ). Different pH buffer solutions can be used in this method in order to characterize the
zeta potentials [131].
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4.4. Electrical Properties
4.4.1. Dielectric Constant
There is no direct method to measure the dielectric constant of NFs because the dimensions of
NFs are much smaller than those required for standard measurements. Another problem occurring
during measurement of NFs is the existence of pores in the NFs mats. Researchers solved this problem
by applying the mixture rule as shown in Equation (11) [30].
log ε c = ν1 × log ε 1 + ν2 × log ε 2

(11)

where εc , ε1 and ε2 stand for the dielectric constant of a ceramic/polymer composite, polymer, and ceramic,
respectively; ν1 and ν2 represent the volume fraction of the polymer and ceramic, respectively.
4.4.2. Electrolyte Uptake
In order to measure electrolyte uptake and ionic conductivity of electrospun mats which
are important in many applications, the mat is immersed in liquid electrolyte for a period of
time. After immersion, the membrane is taken out of the electrolyte solution and the excess
electrolyte solution on the surface of the separator is wiped off with filter paper. The uptake of
electrolyte solution is determined using the following equation [86,132];
U ptake(%) =

W − W0
× 100
W0

(12)

where W 0 and W are the weights of the electrospun mat before and after soaking in the liquid
electrolyte, respectively.
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4.4.3. Ionic Conductivity
AC impedance measurements using an impedance analyzer over the variable frequency ranges
and amplitude are performed to measure the ionic conductivity and interfacial resistance of nanofibrous
mats [86]. The following procedure is used to measure ionic conductivity of electrospun mats.
First the electrolyte sample is sandwiched between two stainless steel electrodes and the impedance
measurements are performed at certain amplitude over the desired frequency range. The cell is
kept for some time (e.g., 5 h) to ensure thermal equilibration of the sample before measurement.
The interfacial resistance Rf between the polymer electrolyte and lithium metal electrode is measured
at room temperature by the impedance response of Li/polymer electrolyte/Li cells over the frequency
range 10 mHz to 2 MHz at an amplitude of 20 mV. The electrochemical stability is determined by
linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) of Li/polymer electrolyte/steel cells at a scan rate of 1 mV/s over the
range of 2–5.5 V at 25 ◦ C [132].
4.4.4. Battery Efficiency
The following procedure uses the battery test of electrospun mats. Two-electrode lithium
prototype coin cells are fabricated by placing the electrospun polymer electrolyte between lithium
metal anode and carbon coated lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4 ) cathode. Then the electrochemical
tests of the Li/polymer electrolyte/LiFePO4 cells are conducted in an automatic galvanostatic
charge–discharge unit at 25 ◦ C at a certain current density. The activation of electrospun membrane to
prepare polymer electrolyte and the fabrication of test cells are carried out in an argon-filled glove box
with a moisture level <10 ppm [132].
4.4.5. Permittivity, Magnetic Permeability, and EMI Shielding Efficiency (SE)
The ASTMD-4935 standard is used for measuring the permittivity, magnetic permeability,
and electromagnetic interface (EMI) shielding efficiency (SE) of two-dimensional materials like
electrospun mats. In this method, a network analyzer equipped with an amplifier and a scattering
parameter (S-parameter) test set over a frequency range of 800–8500 MHz. The annular disk made of
electrospun mats are prepared by punching machine, and EMI shielding efficiency is calculated using
the S-parameters [88,133].
4.4.6. Harvest Energy Performance
In order to preform the bending test examination, first NFs are collected on an interdigitated
electrode plates as shown in Figure 16a and then, in order to study the effect of larger deformations on
the output voltage of the electroactive NFs, a finger which protected by an insulator glove in order to
prevent interferences from human bioelectricity, is used to apply a periodic dynamic loading on the
top of the generator by simple tapping during which, the positive and the negative output voltage is
measured. According to the results obtained by Nunes-Pereira et al. [93] the highest output voltage
depends on mechanical properties of NFs. Moreover, decoration of polymer NFs by ceramic NPs is
not always appropriate for energy harvest application because of increases of mechanical strength.
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5.1. Catalysts and Photocatalysts
Ceramic NFs are widely used in many photocatalystic applications, and fortunately they can
be fabricated in different morphology such as hollow, porous, belt and solid via electrospinning
procedures. Photocatalytic activity of electrospun ceramic NFs are generally carried out by using
different organic targets such as methylene blue (MB), methylene orange (MO), and Rhodamine
B (RhB). Choi et al. [134] demonstrated a new type of visible light-induced photocatalyst, using
fluorescein molecules, TiO2 , and gold NPs decorated on electrospun polymer NFs. It was found that
the photo degradation efficiency of TiO2 /polymer microstructure is nearly three times greater for MB
than Degussa P25, which was used as a control material. Zhao et al. found that the decomposition
rate of MO by branched TiO2 /V2 O5 hybrid NFs increased by ~96% relative to single phase TiO2
NFs. It is because of formation of V4+ and Ti3+ on the surface of NFs which have narrow band gap
and lower electron-hole recombination rates [66]. In spite of the benefits of electrospun NFs, it is
worth mentioning that photocatalytic activity of some ceramics (e.g., TiO2 ) prepared by hydrothermal
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reaction is higher than that prepared by blended spinning [135]. In accordance with the results obtained
by Dong et al. [136] ZnO nanobelts (NBs) show the best photocatalytic performance for the degradation
of RhB. Furthermore, it is found that the deposition of Au NPs on ZnO NBs can further enhance the
photocatalytic activity owing to the formation of ohmic contact. Pascariu et al. [137] also showed that
the efficiency of electrospun ZnO NFs for degradation of RhB is improved by incorporation of SnO2
inside the fibers for an optimum Sn/Zn molar ratio of 0.030.
In addition, there are many studies on the photocatalysis property of electrospun NFs on actual
targets. Wang et al. examined the electrospun Ni/Al2 O3 NFs as a catalyst on the dry reforming of
methane. They studied the effect of calcination temperature on the catalyst performance and found
that the catalyst reactivity in the dry reforming of methane decreased with increasing calcination
temperature. Furthermore, more and uniform Ni NPs are produced in attachment on NFs at high
reduction temperatures. The reduction temperature effect is also confirmed by the reactivity during
the dry reforming of methane [54]. In another work, Hassan et al. [32] explained that electrospun
CdTiO3 NFs have the potential for the removal of pollutants and noxious wastes. They found that
calcination of as-spun NFs has better results for photocatalytic activities due to higher crystallinity and
a red shifted absorption wavelength.
Not only are common ceramic NFs (e.g., TiO2 , Al2 O3 and ZnO) used in photocatalysis application,
but advanced ceramics are also assigned for photo- and the other catalysis applications. For example,
electrospun SiO2 doped Bi2 MoO6 NFs degraded MB with a high photocatalytic rate under sunlight
compared to pure Bi2 MoO6 . This enhancement is because of presence of defects on the surface of SiO2
and at the SiO2 –Bi2 MoO6 interface [59]. In another work, electrospun BiFeO3 NFs were successfully
used for removing of 97% RhB. The porous BiFeO3 membrane also exhibit ferromagnetic behavior at
room temperature with coercively ~170 Oe, saturation magnetization ~4.4 emu/g and high efficient
absorbent [27]. Leindeckern et al. [51] evaluated optical properties of electrospun Nb2 O5 NFs and found
that the optical energy gap reduced to ~3.32 eV with increase in calcination temperature. Nb2 O5 NFs
has been suggested as a photocatalyst because it can be easily recovered and recycled. In another work,
the catalytic property of La0.6 Sr0.4 Co0.2 Fe0.8 O3−δ (LSCF) NPs coated on electrospun yttria stabilized
zirconia NFs was compared with the materials produced using the conventional powder method.
It was found that the exchange current of cathode made from the NFs (145.06 mA·cm−2 ) is much
higher than that of powders (81.82 mA·cm−2 ), this increment has been attributed to the increase of
triple phase boundary by the fiber structure [80]. Electrospun (Pd/Cu) doped CeO2 NFs has also been
evaluated for the water gas shift (WGS) catalytic reactor used in fuel cell systems, coal gas processing,
and other applications [41]. More than 60 h testing of this NFs catalyst in the WGS environment
(5% CO, 10% H2 O, balance Ar) at 400 ◦ C indicated high WGS activity.
The electrospoun Lu2 SiO5 NFs have been studied for photo-luminescent properties; and the
role of Ce3+ in the fiber on the emission efficiency was investigated [48]. These NFs have a strong
emission peak located at ~403 nm corresponding to the transitions of Ce3+ 5d1 →4f1 . Findings
indicated that 1% Ce has the stronger light emission. In another similar work, the photo-luminescent
properties of electrospun Eu3+ doped Gd2 O3 NFs has been studied. The main finding of that study
was an increase of the luminescent intensity and fluorescence lifetimes of Eu3+ doped Gd2 O3 NFs
with increase in concentration of Eu3+ or increase size of NFs [138]. Furthermore, study on the
photocatalytic properties of Mo doped BiVO4 electrospun NFs demonstrates that doping Mo into
BiVO4 enhance the photocatalytic activity and dark adsorption ability. Liu et al. [139] explained that
a small amount of Mo doping into BiVO4 can efficiently separate the photo-generated carries and
improve the electronic conductivity.
5.2. Filtration and Separation
It is necessary to implement remediation techniques to remove the organic and inorganic
pollutants from gas and liquid phase polluted environment because they are harmful for ecosystems
and human health. The remarkable properties of electrospun membranes, i.e., surface area, high
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open porosity, and interconnected porous structure, mean that they are one of the utmost promising
and versatile filter media for fine particle filtration and separation. Electrospun filter media based
on different polymer systems such as PA6, PA66, PAN, PU, PVA, PEO, PC, silk, copolymers such as
PAN/PMMA, PVC/PU, or strengthened by ceramic such as PA-6/boehmite and PAN/TiO2 are widely
used in filtration media [140].
In accordance with certain types of pollutions, appropriate single phase or composite ceramic
electrospun NFs are used to remove organic and inorganic pollutants; and kinetics models have been
developed for each type of pollutions. For example, Kim et al. [22] used electrospun γ and β phase
of alumina NFs for adsorption of N2 gas and methyl orange form liquid. The isotherms of N2 gas
adsorption by alumina NFs are in agreement with results obtained by mesoporous structure. It is
found that the pseudo second order kinetic model fits better than first order in the adsorption of methyl
orange. This means that NFs compose a two-dimensional mat which behaves like a surface.
Removing heavy metals is an important topic of nano filtration field. Hota et al studied sorption
of Cd+2 ions by electrospun PA6 and PCL membrane inclusion of ceramic boehmite NPs and found
that sorption capacity of polymer/boehmite is much higher (0.2 mg/L) than polymer NFs alone
(0.002 mg/L) [94]. Another study demonstrated for electrospun PCL/clay and PVA/clay that NFs
are suitable for use in heavy metal removal of cadmium (Cd+2 ), chromium (Cr+3 ), copper (Cu+2 ) and
lead (Pb+2 ) from water due to the high surface activity [141]. Further studies showed that the adsorptive
property of fly ash and photocatalytic property of TiO2 can introduce different functionalities on PU
mat for water purification. Kim et al. [142] studied the adsorption of heavy metals (Hg, Pb) and organic
element (e.g., methylene blue) by PU decorated with fly ash and TiO2 NPs for water purification.
They found that adsorption capacity is improved in comparison to pure PU NFs.
Oil pollution problem has prompted a necessity to develop a cost-effective and
environmentally-friendly way of oil spill cleanup. Recent studies by Jiang et al. [143] showed that
electrospun magnetic composite NFs can help to remove oil pollutants from waste water. Jiang et al.
indicated that the electrospun magnetic PVDF/Fe3 O4 NFs can be potentially useful for the efficient
removal of oil in water and recovery of sorbent material [143]. In another similar work, the adsorption
of organic pollutants has been investigated by magnetically separable TiO2 -coated SrFe12 O19 NFs.
For this matter, first SrFe12 O19 NFs were fabricated by electrospinning procedure and post-calcination,
and then TiO2 was coated on the fiber surface by dipping those fibers in the tetrabutyl titanate solution.
Li et al. [65] explained that SrFe12 O19 NFs causes an improvement in the decolorizing efficiency of MB
by TiO2 under UV–vis irradiation. Moreover, these fibers can be recollected easily with a magnet in a
photocatalytic process and they effectively avoided the secondary pollution of treated water.
5.3. Biomedical
By reviewing recent developments in electrospun multifunctional scaffolds, it is confirmed that the
designing and fabricating the scaffolds showing multiple functions has gained preliminary importance.
High open porous structure, compatible mechanical strength, biodegradability and biocompatibility
of electrospun scaffolds promote them as optimal microenvironment for cell proliferation, migration,
differentiation, and guidance for cellular in growth at host tissue. Moreover, electrospinning can
produce nanofibrous scaffolds that are highly desirable for wound dressing, drug delivery, tissue
engineering and other biomedical applications [140,144,145].
Our investigations show that combination of biodegradable polymers with bioactive inorganic
materials is necessary for biomedical application, and single phase biomaterials have limited utilization.
Electrospinning method is capable to fabricate composite ceramic/polymer NFs which is requested
for tissue engineering and other biomedical applications. The fibrous scaffold of HA/biopolymer
could recently develop its potential in the field of tissue engineering and bone regeneration. Although
electrospun membranes are famous for high surface area, which facilitates efficient adsorption of
biomedical reagents, the incorporation of ceramic non-stoichiometric HA NPs inside the PA6 causes
the sorption efficiency of protein BSA molecules to be improved 5 times more than one pristine PA6
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NFs. By homogenous dispersion of HA NPs inside the PA6 NFs, highly porous materials (~77%) are
achieved that result in sorption of 60 mg·cm−2 BSA molecules. The other benefit of ceramics elements
using in biomedeical purification is their ability to change surface functionality and affinity; higher
positive surface electric charge causes more adsorption of negative bio-molecules [127]. Moreover,
addition of HA NPs into NFs modifies hydrophobicity of electrospun NFs that adhere to more
favorable human cells. For this matter, Suslu et al. studied electrospun HAp/PHBV mats, and they
found that surfactants strongly activate the precipitation rate of the apatite-like particles and decrease
the percentage crystallinity of the HAp/PHBV mats [89]. Li et al. studied the dispersion of HA in
PCL NFs and found that the tensile strength and Young’s modulus increased. Furthermore, composite
NFs were examined for bioactivity and toxic in vitro tests. Findings showed that new HA formed on
the HA sites and composite NFs were non-toxic to fibroblasts and osteoblasts [146]. Combination of
biomimetic nanofibrous scaffolds with bio-functionalized elements is a new strategy for promoting
bone regeneration, especially in bone tissue engineering. Zhang et al. [147] fabricated a zein (a kind of
protein) fibrous membrane incorporated with bone matrix-mimic ceramic HA NPs by electrospinning
method. It is observed that the zein/HA membranes can support cell proliferation and shows promise
in bone tissue engineering applications. Su et al. [148] studied the secretion levels of Collagen I and
fibronectin on electrospun PLA NFs coated by calcium silicate. They found that using inorganic
apatite coatings tend to make suitable conditions for bone tissue engineering. In another work,
Liu et al. [149] investigated the effect of HA/chitosan seeded with bone marrow mesenchymal stem
cells (BMSC) for bone regeneration. Their findings showed HA/chitosan/BMSC is useful for bone
reconstruction and tissue engineering due to the activating of intergrin-BMP/Smad signaling pathway
of BMSCs on mentioned scaffold. In another research, electrospun TiO2 NFs have been used in a
multilayer system of TiO2 nanofiber/graphite oxide paste/glassy carbon electrode to voltammetric
determination of levodopa (l-DOPA) in aqueous media [68]. The mentioned that the electrode exhibited
effective surface area, more reactive sites and excellent electrocatalytic activity due to assignment
of TiO2 NFs. It can be mentioned that this method is capable of quantifying l-DOPA in human
cerebrospinal fluid, blood serum and plasma. This is because of the good linear relationship with a
limit of detection of 15.94 nM and good sensitivity of 0.0806 µAµM−1 .
Drug delivery from electrospun fibers is an active area of research because electrospun materials
are metastable superhydrophobic and hydrophobic materials and their rate of wetting controls drug
release from the surface of material [150]. There are many articles published recently with regard to
this application. Not only have meloxicam (MX) immobilized biodegradable chitosan/PVA/HA based
electrospun NFs shown good biocompatibility, but were also confirmed to be non-cytotoxic and show
very good proliferation of vero cells. It is suggested that this material may have effective utilization in
periodontital treatments [151].
There are many efforts for utilization of ceramic NPs and NFs for biomedical applications.
The unique antimicrobial properties as well as protein release mechanisms of SiO2 make the electrospun
polymer-silicate hybrid NFs a candidate for wound dressing applications [82]. Suitable mechanical
properties and positive magnesium release from PCL/MgO/Keratin NFs have been developed the
composite materials with structural and material properties that will support biomedical applications
and musculoskeletal tissue engineering [152]. The potential use of the electrospun PLA/Al2 O3 NFs
for biomedical application was investigated by Kurtycz et al. [87]. They found that the PLA/Al2 O3
NFs mat is not toxic in indirect cytotoxicity evaluation with human skin fibroblasts. Furthermore, cell
culture studies revealed that cells had normal shapes and are integrated well with surrounding NFs.
In another research, Guo et al. [58] prepared Ag/SiOC composite NFs via electrospinning method and
possessed antibacterial activity for both Gram-negative E. coli bacteria and Gram positive s. aureus
bacteria. It was explained that Ag/SiOC composite NFs are a promising material for antibacterial
filtration application. Eventually, electrospun PCL/CaO NFs containing biodegradable and ceramic
particles are used for tissue engineering [153]. Antibacterial activity results of the above-mentioned
NFs show non activity, and MC3T3-E1 cell viability demonstrate the highest levels of activity for
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CaO-loaded matrices containing gelatin after 7 days in culture. Therefore, CaO NPs loaded electrospun
mats could be a potential material for application in bone tissue engineering.
5.4. Fuel Cells
Many recent researches have focused on new materials for intermediate temperature solid
oxide fuel cells (SOFSc) due to long term stability of electrochemical activity and low energy
consumption [55]. Catalytic activities of the cathode materials in SOFCs depend on oxygen ionic
conductivity and oxygen transport kinetics. Besides, the cathode performance is also closely related to the
microstructures such as porosity, particle sizes and particle connectivity. Hence, Liu et al. [55] synthesized
Pr0.4 Sr0.6 Co0.2 Fe0.7 Nb0.1 O3−δ (PSCFN) NFs via electrospinning method to evaluate their usefulness as
cathode in SOFCs. The PSCFN NFs was infiltrated by Gd0.2 Ce0.8 O1.9 (GDC) precursor to provide the
composite cathode. It was found that the PSCFN–GDC (1:0.10) had excellent stability of electrochemical
activity under a current density of 200 mA·cm−2 for 100 h at 800 ◦ C. Their findings prove that the
PSCFN–GDC composite NFs can act as a highly efficient cathode candidate for the intermediate
temperature SOFCs. In another work, electrospun GdBaCo2 O5+δ (GBCO) NFs calcined at 1000 ◦ C
were used as a cathode for electrochemical performance analyses. It is suggested that this procedure is
time- and cost-saving and easy for manipulation as compared with the fabrication process using sol-gel
method. Furthermore, the homogenous network structure of the GBCO cathode prepared with
electrospinning route is believed to enhance the cathode electrochemical activities and realize improved
performance. It is also suggested that it can serve as a promising cathode material for intermediate
temperature SOFC [38]. The performance of electrospun carbon NFs supported Pt catalyst as electrodes
and hydrocarbon based sulfonated polyether ether ketone (SPEEK) as electrolyte in proton exchange
membrane fuel cells have been investigated by Padmavathi et al. [154]. They show that, compared
to commercially available Pt/C catalyst and Nafion-117 membrane, the electrospun carbon /Pt NFs
membrane showed higher power density (294.7 mW/cm2 ).
5.5. Sensors
By reviewing the recent developments of electrospun ceramic NFs, it is recognized that these
materials can construct a powerful platform to understand and design practical sensors. This is because
of their high open porous structure and good mechanical strength. On the other hand, loading nano
functionalized elements on the electrospun scaffolds promote sensing ability of these materials in
biomedicine, waste water and gas treatment, air filtration and other utilizations.
There are many studies about the potential application of electrospun NFs with regard to
biosensors. Stafiniak et al. evaluated the electrospun ZnO NFs biosensor by a novel method based on
the standard microelectronic device technology and using AlNx amorphous thin film [72]. They found
that the reversible response to physiologically relevant BSA concentrations in aqueous solution reached
a high sensor current. In another work, the electrochemical response of LaMnO3 fibers modified carbon
paste electrode (LaMnO3 /CPE) for fructose determination has been evaluated in the 0.4–100 µM range
and a low detection limit (0.063 µM) was found in comparison with other modified electrodes [44].
Semiconducting SnO2 , ZnO, TiO2 , and CeO2 NFs are widely used as gas sensors due to changes
in the number of electric charge carriers caused by reduction/oxidation reactions occurring at
their surfaces [62]. Therefore, attention to the surface area and surface activity are the key factors for
ceramic NFs in gas sensing application. Recent research demonstrates the potential of ultra- sensitive
gas detection at low operating temperature. Kim et al. [60] used SnO2 NFs as a gas sensing device for
NO2 and CO gases by new synthesis method. In comparison to conventional micro scaled gas sensor
devices, prototypes comprising of a random network of electrospun SnO2 NFs do not require higher
operation temperatures. The detection limit of SnO2 NFs gas sensor device is 150 ppb NO2 at 185 ◦ C.
Furthermore, the chemical composition of NFs has a significant role in sensing of elements.
Xu et al. found that not only is hydrogen sensing performance improved by doping Al into SnO2 NFs,
but also response time (∼3 s) and recovery (less than 2 s) become rapid. It is believed that changing the
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crystals of SnO2 NFs by incorporation of Al is main reason for this phenomenon [61]. Similar results
have been observed by doping the Eu3+ cations into SnO2 enhancing significantly sensing ability of
pure SnO2 NFs [63]. 2 mol % Eu doping to SnO2 causes increasing sensing two times higher than
that of the pure SnO2 NF sensor at an operating temperature of 280 ◦ C. In another work, SnO2 –CeO2
composite NFs exhibited the highest response to ethanol. This is because catalytic activity of CeO2 is
not formed in compositions of Ce content lower than 6 mol % [62].
It is worth mentioning that, with the modification of the microstructure and fabrication process,
high sensitive NFs can be achieved. Samanta et al. [155] explained that parallel electrospun ZnO NFs
can be used for detection of lower concentration gasses (lower than 15 ppm) due to crystal structure
and orientation of ZnO NFs. Among the different kinds of ZnO microstructure for sensing gases
(e.g., acetone), Wei et al. [156] investigated the bristlegrass-like ZnO NFs for acetone sensing.
They showed that electrospun products have fast response, good selectivity and repeatability in
acetone sensing at 215 ◦ C, which it is attributed to the bristlegrass nanostructure. In another work,
Giancaterini et al. [69] reported a relative response of ~12.4 and 97% of full recovery using electrospun
WO3 NFs which enabled NO2 sensing as low as 400 ppb.
Another sensing aspect of electrospun NFs is to detect heavy metals, nitrate, carbonate and
other elements in waste water or air that make online monitoring of pollutants in real environments.
Electrospun G/PANI/PS hybrid NFs have been used in an electrochemical sensor to sense the Pb2+
and Cd2+ due to the high surface area and electrical conductivity [84]. In this case, a linear range
of 10–500 µg·L−1 was obtained for both Pb2+ and Cd2+ ; and limits of detection were found to be
3.30 and 4.43 µg·L−1 for Pb2+ and Cd2+ , respectively. Hollow ZnO NFs have been investigated as an
explosive nitro-compounds sensor and it was found that these NFs could successfully sense the nitro
compounds; however, the sensing performance is greatly affected by the molecular structure of the
nitro compounds [73]. In another work, Pascariu et al. [157] suggest that NiO–SnO2 NFs can be used
as active nanostructures for humidity sensors due to the electrical results obtained under humidity.
They believe that the significant effective surface of NiO–SnO2 NFs is the main reason for increasing
the conduction in the water environment. Furthermore, the porous electrospun Li+ doped SnO2 NFs
also exhibited ultrafast response and recovery time within 1 s at a relative humidity level of 85%.
Hence, the electrospinning method provides ultrafast sensors for practical applications, especially
fast breathing sensors [158]. By using the one dimensional electrospun core-shell TiO2 -Al2 O3 NFs
online sensing to H2 S, CH3 OH and C2 H5 OH in N2 background is possible, but it should be mentioned
that sensibility is not the same for all pollutants and the highest amount (three times more than the
others) has been recorded for C2 H5 OH gas [159].
Application of electrospun NFs are not included only to above items; however, new application
can be assumed for these materials. Zheng et al. [90] could successfully synthesize twisted PVDF/CNT
composite NFs via modified electrospinning procedure. In comparison, with aligned arrays, twisted
PVDF/CNT composite fiber ropes showed enhancement in mechanical and electrical properties.
By adding more CNT into PVDF NFs (16.7%) tensile strength improved 3.5 times and electric resistance
decreased from about 6 to 2 MΩ. Therefore, microscale strain sensors application for electrospun
PVDF/CNT composite products is assumed. We know that bulk ceramic based sensors are usually
used for high temperature sensor applications. However, negative temperature coefficient like NiO
can be used as thermally sensitive resistor element in low temperature range. The temperature sensor
performance of the electrospun NiO NFs has been examined by George et al. [53] in 30–100 ◦ C
temperature range. A linear trend for electrospun NiO NFs was observed that makes this material suitable
for thermistor applications.
5.6. Batteries
Lithium ion batteries (LIBs) have attracted increasing attention due to their high energy density,
long cycle life, lightweight and low environmental impact. Recent efforts have been focused on finding
new electrode materials including new composition and attractive microstructures similar to the
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electrospun NFs. For example, mesoporous CNT/electrospun carbon NFs electrodes are applied
as a binder-free electrochemical electrode for the LIB. The super high porosity mat presents many
adsorption sites of lithium ions, and higher electrical conductivity [160]. The electrospun carbon
NFs interlayers induce the Li ions to form uniform Li metal deposits on the fiber surface and in the
bulk to strengthen the cycling stability of the Li metal anodes [161]. In the following, activities on
electrospun SiO2 , Al2 O3 and SnO2 based NFs for LIB are reviewed.
Electrospun silica (SiO2 ) fibers with average diameter of ~700 nm are added to a ternary poly
(ethylene carbonate)-lithium bis (trifluoromethanesulfonyl) imide-ionic liquid solution for use in
LIBs [162]. It is showed that the mechanical stability and freestanding of composite membranes are
improved by the reinforcing effect of silica NFs homogeneously into polymer matrix. Furthermore,
conductivity of 10−5 S·cm−1 at 80 ◦ C and favorable Li transference number of 0.36 are other
achievements of using electrospun SiO2 NFs in LIB application. In another work, which assigned
SiO2 NPs inside the electrospun P(VdF-HFP) NFs [163], it is concluded that in-situ incorporation of
SiO2 NPs improves the electrical properties more than that achieved by directly mixing of silica to the
polymer. Maximum ionic conductivity of 8.06 mS·cm−1 at 20 ◦ C was achieved with 6% in situ silica.
Appropriate electrolyte uptake (>550%) by high porosity (∼90%) electrospun membrane is another
advantage of these materials in LIBs.
Electrospun hybrid P(VdF-co-CTFE) and Al2 O3 composite membrane made by Lee et al. [86] has
been used in LIBs. It is found that thermal stability and cycling performance enhanced due to effective
encapsulation of the electrolyte solution into good microporous structure of electrospun membranes.
In another work to explore the effect of ceramic composite separators on the thermal shrinkage
and electrochemical performance of the separators in LIBs, a nano sized Al2 O3 coating was applied
on both sides of microporous polyethylene (PE) separator [164]. It is worth mentioning that the
immiscible coating solution presents superior electrochemical performance, whereas the miscible
coating solution shows the better thermal shrinkage. Furthermore, the microporous structure of
ceramic coating affects the thermal shrinkage as well as the electrochemical performance of ceramic
composite separators.
The electrochemical performance of the electrospun ZnO/SnO2 composites for use as anode
materials in LIBs has been investigated by Luo et al. [75] with regard to the effect of heat treatment
on the efficiency of charge and discharge capacities. They found that calcination at 700 ◦ C not only
delivered high initial discharge and charge capacities of 1450 and 1101 mAh·g−1 , respectively, with
a 75.9% coulombic efficiency, but also maintained a high reversible capacity of 560 mAh·g−1 at a
current density of 0.1 Ag−1 after100 cycles. In the other work that suggests improvements in the
chemical properties of Ge-based anode materials, composite GeO2 /SnO2 NFs were investigated for
LIB application. It is found that GeO2 concentration has impact on enhancement of cycle stability of
NFs as an anode. At the optimized concentration (Ge/Sn: 0.88), high initial reversible capacity of
922 mAh·g−1 and excellent cyclability (charge capacity retentions ~73.9%) were achieved [39].
The room temperature ionic electrolyte made by electrospinning method is an alternative for
the replacement of organic electrolytes. Raghavan et al. [91] examined nano-sized ceramic fillers
(SiO2 , Al2 O3 or BaTiO3 ) hosted in electrospun P(VdFHFP) membranes for use in high energy density
LIBs as a polymeric electrolyte. It is observed that composite ceramic NPs/Polymer NFs have good
interfacial stability and oxidation stability at 5.5 V, and it is elucidated that the highest achievable
potential of 6 V is belonged to membrane including BaTiO3 NPs. Furthermore, in comparison to
the other membranes, this membrane delivered high initial discharge capacity of 165.8 mAh·g−1 ,
which corresponds to 97.5% utilization of active material under the test conditions and showed the
capacity fade after prolonged cycling. In another work, the incorporation of ceramic fillers (SiO2
and TiO2 ) inside a thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)/PDdF based gel polymer electrolytes for LIB
was studied. Based on the high ion conductivity (4.8 × 10−3 S·cm−1 ) and mechanical performance
(8.7 ± 0.3 MPa) at room temperature, Wu et al. [165] suggest that TiO2 is more efficient in improving
the properties of gel polymer electrolyte for practical application. In another research, Shim et al. [42]
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introduced electrospun LaCoO3 NFs for oxygen reduction and evolution in rechargeable Zn–air
batteries. They explained that the LaCoO3 NFs have better electrochemical properties compared with
the LaCoO3 powder, which is attributed to the increased surface area and number of active sites in
the fibers.
5.7. Electronic Devices
Electrospun NFs have the potential to be used in many electronic devices due to their high surface
area, open porous microstructure and multi-composition. Hence, there are many efforts to discover
new advanced materials fabricated via electrospinning method based on the electric and magnetic
properties. Schutz et al. [37] could successfully create Cu2 ZnSnS4 (CZTS) phase via electrospinning
procedure and post heat treatment. The NFs characterization confirms the microstructure, composition
and morphology of a homogeneous compact film, as is required for the production of photovoltaic
cells. In other research, Ghashghaie et al. found that the electrospun ZnO NFs are capable to assemble
into the inter-electrode space via dielectrophoresis force in above of 1 kHz (5 and 20 kHz) frequencies.
Therefore, it is observed that ZnO NFs are aligned along the electric field lines thereby indicating
desirable conditions for electronic device applications [21].
5.8. Supercapacitors and Energy Harvesting Systems
The development of renewable and sustainable energy sources is one of the main topics of recent
researches due to decline of natural resources. Among the energy storage systems, supercapacitors
and energy harvesting systems have specific attentions. Carbon-based NFs have been considered
promising electrodes for advanced electrical energy storage systems, e.g., rechargeable batteries
and supercapacitors, because of their high conductivity, good mechanical integrity, and large surface
area [166]. Hence, Wang et al. [29] applied electrospun CNFs substrates coated with a uniform ceramic
MnO2 ultrathin layer by dip coating method for using in electrochemical capacitors. Based on the
characteristics obtained for composite electrode (specific capacitance ~557 F·g−1 ), good rate capability
and long-term cycling stability were observed. It is suggested that CNFs/MnO2 nanocomposites
are promising for high-performance supercapacitors. In contrast, in another research, it was found
that the best energy harvesting performance is obtained for pure PVDF NFs, with power outputs
up to 0.02 µW and 25 µW under low and high mechanical deformation. Composite making with
BaTiO3 NPs results in reduction of power output. It is because of enhancement of mechanical stiffness.
It is suggested that the power output of the composites being better for the nonpiezoelectic smaller
fillers [93]. However, in accordance with the results obtained by Baji et al. [167], piezoelectric
hysteresis and ferroelectric switching behaviors of electrospun (BaTiO3 )/(PVDF) composite NFs
are recognized. They investigated ferroelectric properties of the above-mentioned NFs by using
piezoresponse force microscopy and found the polarization-voltage and amplitude-voltage hysteresis
loops for (BaTiO3 )/(PVDF) NFs.
5.9. Magnetic Parts
Electrospinning procedure enables the facility to obtain nanocrystalline materials that have
particularly important effects on magnetic materials. Recently, optimistic findings have been
published throughout the electrospun magnetic NFs. Yensano et al. [45] studied the magnetic
properties of electrospun La0.7 Sr0.3 MnO3 and they found that the specific saturation magnetization
(Ms) value of calcined NFs at 900 ◦ C is 40.52 emu·g−1 at 10 kOe. The increase of Ms is consistent
with the enhancement of crystallinity and crystallite size by considering a magnetic domain of
the samples. In another work, the magnetic properties of Ce0.96 Fe0.04 O2 NFs were investigated
by S. Sonsupap et al. [33]. It is found that as-spun samples (PVP/Ce0.96 Fe0.04 O2 ) exhibit a diamagnetic
behavior, whereas the calcined Ce0.96 Fe0.04 O2 samples at 500–800 ◦ C is ferromagnetic with the specific
magnetizations of 0.002–0.923 emu·g−1 at 10 kOe. Hence, it is suggested that the electrospun
Ce0.96 Fe0.04 O2 NFs can be further developed for many applications including ferrofluids, magnetic
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recording, biomedicine, and spintronics. Furthermore, Liu et al. [25] prepared BaFe12 O19 fibers and
hollow fibers by electrospinning and coaxial electrospinning method, respectively. They elucidated
that the hollow NFs had low coercivity values of a few hundred Oersted while NFs have more
than a thousand Oersted. They also found that the hollow NFs exhibited strong magnetism and
basically showed soft specification. It is suggested that BaFe12 O19 hollow NFs are promising
for use in a number of applications, such as switching and sensing, electro-magnetism, and as
microwave absorbers.
5.10. Dielectrics
Ceramics are used in many electromagnetic interference shielding applications due to their
appropriate dielectric characteristic. Electrospun products have a significant role in achieving
multifunctional dielectric materials. In a study, the real and imaginary permittivity of carbon
NFs was increased 3.5 times by incorporation of ZrO2 NPs, and the best efficient electromagnetic
interference shielding effect (31.79 dB in 800–8500 MHz) is achieved when the amount of ZrO2 NPs
is increased and heat treatment is carried out at 2100 ◦ C [88]. In other research, Qin et al. [30] found
that CaCu3 Ti4 O12 NFs fabricated by standard electrospinning has a different dielectric constant from
those synthesized by conventional bulk methods. It is suggested that NFs not only provide a new
topic for investigation, but also supply new high-performance devices in electronic applications.
5.11. Thermoelectric Materials
Composite NFs fabricated via electrospinning generate advanced materials for the conversion
of waste heat into electricity as thermoelectric materials, due to enhanced phonon scattering
at the nano-grain boundaries. Thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT) of electrospun boron-doped
barium-stabilized bismuth-cobalt oxide have been studied by Cinar et al. [28]. The physical
measurement system values showed that the electrical and thermal conductivity, the Seebeck
coefficient, and the ZT increased with the temperature rise. In contrast, they found that the ZT
values decreased with doping of B. In other words, boron doping had a negative effect on the
thermoelectric Ba-Bi-Co-O system. Thermoelectric and humidity sensing analysis of electrospun
La2 CuO4 NFs are also carried out by Hayat et al. [43]. Their findings in the analysis of Seebeck and the
analysis of impedance of La2 CuO4 NFs indicated that the Seebeck coefficient increased from ∼30 to
∼300 µV·K−1 at 298–308 K, and the space-charge polarizations easily followed the changing direction
of the electric filed at 100 Hz. They confirmed that the narrow adsorption-desorption hysteresis, short
response and recovery time, excellent repeatability, high stability and high sensitivity of La2 CuO4 NFs
originated from a high surface to volume ratio of electrospun NFs, which enable them to be used as a
humidity sensors.
5.12. Conductive Wires
The advances in electrospun ceramic nanowires have brought an increasing interest in the
potential technological applications such as those mentioned above as well as light-emitting diodes
(LEDs), flexible displays, solar cells, organic LEDs, touch screens, and bio-textiles. Conductive fillers
and metal conductive particles filled with flexible substrates can be easily formed by electrospinning
method, such as silver NWs/PET, indium tin oxide (ITO)/PES, MWCNT and single wall carbon
nanotubes (SWCNTs) [168].
Conductive electrospun products show promising applications in various tissue engineering
because of their higher conductivity. The neural tissue engineering is improved with the PPy, PANi
and PEDOT fibrous conductive scaffolds. Also, conductive materials such as PPy, PANi, PLGA/CNF,
CNTs and CNTs coated electrospun products are successfully utilized as scaffold materials for cardiac
tissue engineering [169,170]. Gaminian et al. [171] fabricated cellulose NFs decorated with Ag NPs by
electrospinning followed by the deacetylation method. They believed that multi-functional cellulose
NFs that are achieved by this method would provide biodegradable materials for various applications
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with a minimal amount of potentially toxic materials. Furthermore, not only is the electrical resistivity
of cellulose NFs decorated with Ag NPs low (around 35 KΩ per square) but also their tensile strength
is 87% higher than pristine cellulose NFs.
There are a lot of reports on semiconductor NWs exploring excellent sensing properties
due to high surface area. However, the sensing ability can be promoted by modification of
morphologies. Liu et al. [172] explored that acetone sensitivity based on In2 O3 nanotubes (NTs)
is better than corresponding solid NWs. They suggest that the one-dimensional NT is probably a
better candidate than NW for the higher response in the actual applications. On the other hand,
pure and single phase ceramic NWs have also different performance than ceramic/polymer NWs.
Chiu et al. [173] synthesized CuCrO2 NWs by electrospinning method. They found that the calcination
conditions play a significant role in achieving single phase CuCrO2 NWs for use in p-type transparent
optoelectronic devices.
5.13. Wearable and Electronic Textiles
Nowadays, rapid developments in nanotechnology create a new application of electronic devices
that are miniaturized to the point where embedded wearable applications are beginning to emerge [174].
Electrospinning is one of the methods for production of wearable, smart and electronic textiles with
multi functionality, flexibility, conductivity, low energy consumption, and miniaturization [175].
Wearable mats are electronic and smart textiles that represent a useful feature for power management,
and many electronic devices, fabrics, and bio-tissues will have to meet special requirements concerning
wearable textiles [176]. It is worth mentioning that wearable textiles are an innovate approach for
converting mechanical movements to electrical power, and undoubtedly they will come to the market
based on the recent successful results obtained by pioneer researchers. Hu et al. [177] successfully
immobilized Ag NPs into electrospun Na-alginate NFs via a novel, cost-effective and antibacterial
approach for using as flexible electronic skin. They explained that stable response of Ag/alginate
nanofibrous membrane is because of uniform distribution of Ag NPs inside the alginate NFs.
The electrospinning method provides conditions for them to synthesize the practical wearable
electronic textiles that have an ultralow detection limit of 1 Pa and high durability more than 1000 cycles.
Therefore, they suggest that electrospun Ag/alginate can be used as a pressure sensor on uneven
human skin to sense respiration and vocal cords vibrations.
A recent interest in the utilization of electrospun wearable electronic NFs is transparent human
hair-based textiles. This is because of their unique optical properties in the visible light region.
In order to apply wearable electronic devices with transparent textiles, Lee et al. [178] fabricated
transparent ZnO/graphene quantum dots textiles via electrospinning method and found that the
luminescence of these textile LEDs devices is ~70.19 cd·m−2 . Park et al. [179] successfully synthesized
environmentally friendly human hair-based, transparent, keratin/PVA NFs via electrospinning
method. They investigated a comparison between polymer light-emitting diodes (PLEDs) without
textile and consolidated PLEDs with textile for study the transparency of NFs for wearable
devices. The performance with a spectrally white, red and yellow color light of consolidated
textile/PLEDs/textile devices indicated a maximum luminance of 2791, 2430, and 6305 cd·m−2 , and a
current efficacy of 0.29, 0.10, and 0.38 cd·A−1 , respectively. Their findings indicate that consolidated
wearable devices with the PLEDs embedded in the environmentally friendly transparent NF textiles
opened a new world of applications for wearable electronics.
Energy storage materials have significant roles in energizing portable and wearable electronics.
Assessment of multi hierarchical constructions those fabricated via the electrospinning procedure
enhance the ability of flexible supercapacitor electrodes. Activated carbon fibers such as flexible substrates,
PANI and CNT as conductive materials can make a high performance mats for flexible textile electrodes
that have good cycling stability, energy density and power density [180]. Furthermore, piezoelectric
materials respond to wearable smart textiles because they can convert mechanical energy into electrical
energy through a piezoelectric effect. The piezoelectric properties of PVDF NFs embedded BaTiO3
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NPs have been evaluated toward NPs concentration by Lee et al. [92]. Their findings showed that
the magnitude of the resultant voltage increases as the NPs concentration increases. The piezoelectric
output voltages of PVDF/BaTiO3 were 1.7 times greater than single phase PVDF NFs. Moreover,
uniaxially-aligned PVDF/BaTiO3 NFs suggest possible uses in energy harvesting and as power sources
in miniaturized electronic devices like wearable smart textiles and implantable biosensors.
The next generation wearable textiles will belong to nanofibrous membranes that are capable
of converting human biomechanical energy into electricity. Some efforts are under development to
construct bio electric nanogenerators. This is of vital importance to portable energy-harvesting
and personal electronics.
Electrospinning provides portable, and wearable self-powered
nano/microsystems that require the piezoelectric materials to be flexible and lightweight. Li et al. [181]
have demonstrated that the electrospun nanofibrous membranes are tailored to enhance the polarity,
mechanical strength as well as surface hydrophobicity of bio electric nanogenerators, which will
eventually improve the device performance, power, and capability of operation even with high
environmental humidity. Wu et al. [175] synthesized a textile with parallel NWs of lead zirconate
titanate (PZT) by electrospinning method for using it into flexible and wearable nanogenerators.
The electrospun PZT NWs can generate an output voltage of ~6 V and output current of ~45 nA,
which are large enough to power a liquid crystal display and a UV sensor, as well as powering wearable
microsystems [174].
5.14. Other Applications
Similar to the common fibers which are applied for reinforcing the bulk materials, electrospun NFs
are also used to increase mechanical strength. Calleja et al. [26] prepared a thin film of YBa2 Cu3 O7 − x
embedded electrospun fiber network of BaZrO3 and investigated this for mechanical strength.
They found that mechanical performance of the composite enhanced due to the presence of NFs.
Not only a mechanical reinforcement, but also other interesting composite materials can be designed
based on the using electrospun NFs. Electrospun SiO2 NFs have been examined as coating to the
ceramic tile surfaces. It is worth mentioning that by electrospinning technique, microscopic defects of
tile surface can be covered with NFs [56]. In a different application of electrospun ceramic NFs, hybrid
configuration of nafion/silica NFs were examined for fire resistance properties and wettability. It is
found that not only were the thermal properties of nafion enhanced by chemical bonding with silica
NFs, but also fire resistance improved with porosity features, which could effectively prevent fire speed
and heating flow. In organic–inorganic sols, the phase rearrangement is induced by applied high
voltage field, which leads to highly conductive polymer being forced to the surface of composite fiber
to form shell to protect the inner inorganic materials [182].
According to the sound absorption properties of electrospun mats, Gao et al. [183] assigned
electrospun PVA/TiO2 and PVA/ZrC composite mats for using a spiral vane electrospun machine.
They carried out the sound test in the impedance tube at the frequency range from 500 to 6500 Hz.
It is found that sound absorption properties of composite shifted to a higher frequency region when
ZrC NPs loaded, and better sound absorption properties seen above 2500 Hz with increasing content
of ZrC. For TiO2 NPs, the size of NPs is the main variable in terms of adsorbing sound. Therefore,
it can be said that the NPs had an effect on sound absorption materials, with different types and sizes,
and sound absorption properties will improve in different ranges of frequency.
The reducibility of the electrospun Cex Sm1−x O2 NFs as well as their thermal stability in successive
oxidation–reduction cycles has been evaluated in H2 atmosphere by Jaoude et al. [34]. They found that
the Cex Sm1−x O2 NFs have mobile oxygen species (reducible sites) and a wide range of acid/basic sites.
Furthermore, the Cex Sm1−x O2 NFs enhanced the reactive adsorption of ammonia leading to the
production of NH3 , NO, N2 O and N2 O species. According to the obtained results, they suggest
Cex Sm1−x O2 NFs for use in energy-related industrial applications such as hydrocarbons steam
reforming, water gas shift reaction and cracking reactions.
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6. Summary and Future Perspectives
Ceramic NFs can be synthesized via several methods. However, the electrospinning method
has significant advantages over the others because it is straightforward, cost-effective, and versatile
and can produce ceramic fibers in the nanometers to micrometers range. Utilization of ceramic NFs
instead of bulk ceramics improves the performance of devices due to special properties that come
from electrospinning products. Electrospinning is a practical method to produce ceramic fibers in a
variety of shapes: one dimensional, tubular, hollow, core-shell, and porous. Not only the shapes of
fibers, but also tha pattern of fibrous mats can be changed via electrospinning procedure: non-woven,
cross and aligned fibers, 3D mats and ropes.
Single phase ceramic fibers are synthesized by calcination of electrospun hybrid ceramic/polymer
fibers. Polymer has significant role to obtain appropriate viscosity for pre-spinning solution. PVA
and PVP are fairly common polymer reagents for the above-mentioned purpose. By reviewing recent
developments in electrospun ceramic NFs, it is found that not only can simple oxide ceramic fibers such
as, Al2 O3 , MgO, SiO2 , TiO2 , ZnO and ZrO2 be fabricated via electrospinning method, but also
complex oxide ceramic fibers such as CaCu3 Ti4 O12 and Li1.6 Al0.6 MnO4 can be easily synthesized.
The surface activity of ceramic NFs can be improved by post treatment like pyrolysis, hydrothermal
and carbothermal processes. The integration of electrospinning with surface modification procedure
presents a pioneering method for fabrication of complex non-oxide ceramic NFs (e.g., Cu2 ZnSnS4 ),
high crystallized fibers, and they are never synthesized via other methods.
With the decrease in diameter and length of a fiber, many properties of fibrous materials are
modified, and characterization of NFs seems to be different from bulk materials. For example, the zeta
potential of ceramic NFs are measured by the different procedure and setup compared to the one for
powders and common materials.
The recent findings have shown the great potential of electrospun ceramic NFs to be used for
making various catalyst parts, filtration media, sensors, electronic devices, magnetic parts, wearable
electric textiles, and biomedical ones. We can summarize recent ceramics NFs synthesized via
electrospinning in following list according to their applications.












Catalysts: TiO2 , V2 O5 , ZnO, SnO2, CdTiO3 , Bi2 MoO6 , Nb2 O5 , Gd2 O3
Filtration: TiO2, Al2 O3 , Clay, Fe3 O4 , SrFe12 O19
Biomedical: HA, CaO, SiOC, TiO2 , ZnO
Fuel Cells: Pr0.4 Sr0.6 Co0.2 Fe0.7 Nb0.1 O3−δ , GdBaCo2 O5+δ
Sensors: SnO2 , ZnO, TiO2 , CeO2 , NiO, LaMnO3
Batteries: SiO2 , Al2 O3 SnO2 , GeO2 , BaTiO3 , LaCoO3
Electromagnetic devices: Cu2 ZnSnS4 , ZnO, BaO, La0.7 Sr0.3 MnO3 , Ce0.96 Fe0.04 O2 , BaFe12 O19 ,
CaCu3 Ti4 O12 , ZrO2 , La2 CuO4
Energy harvesting and capacitors: BaTiO3 , MnO2 , In2 O3
Wearable electric textiles: ZnO, Geraphene, CNT, BaTiO3 , PZT
Other applications: Al2 O3 , BaZrO3 , SiO2 , ZrC, Cex Sm1−x O2

It should be noted that above list does not include all progress around the world: there are
definitely now many efforts being studied in research laboratories, and with further progress in
electrospinning techniques, electrospun ceramic NFs will come into the market and be utilized in
many devices in the not-too-distant future.
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Abbreviation
BMSC
BSA
BJH
CA
CF
CNF
CNT

Bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells
Bovine serum albumin
Barrett-Joyner-Halenda
Cellulose acetate
Chloroform
Carbon Nano Fiber
Carbon Nano Tube

PDR
PE
PEDOT
PEO
PES
PET
PHBV

CTFE
DMF
DSC
EMI
FESEM

Chlorotrifluoroethylene
Dimethylformamide
Differential scanning calorimetry
Electromagnetic interface
Field emission scanning electron
microscopy
Hydroxyapatite
Interdigitated electrodes
Levodopa
Indium tin oxide
light-emitting diodes
Lithium ion battery
Methylene blue
Mercury intrusion porosimetry
Methylene orange
Multi wall carbon nano tube
Meloxicam
Nano belts
Nano crystallites
Nano fibers
Nano plates
Nano particles
Nano tubes
Nano wires
Poly(vinylidene
fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene)
Nylon 6
Nylon 66
Polyacrylonitrile
Polyaniline
Polycarbonate
Polycaprolactone

PLA
PLEDs
PLGA
PMMA
PPy

Parallel rotary disk
Polyethylene
Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
Polyethylene oxide
Polyethersulfone
Polyethylene terephthalate
Poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3hydroxyvalerate)
Poly(L-lactic) acid
Polymer light-emitting diodes
Poly(Lactide-co-Glycolide)
Polymethylmethacrylate
Polypyrrole

PS
PU
PVA
PVAc
PVB
PVC
PVDF
PVP
PZT
RhB
SAN
SE
SEM
SF
SOFC
SPEEK
STA
TEM
TEOS

Polystyrene
Polyurethane
Polyvinylalcohol
Polyvinylacetate
Polyvinyl butyral
Polyvinyl chloride
Polyvinylidene fluoride
Polyvinylpyrrolidone
Lead zirconate titanate
Rhodamine B
Poly(styrene-co-acrylonitrile)
Shield effect
Scanning electron Microscopy
Solid fraction
Solid oxide fuel cell
Sulfonated polyether ether ketone
Simultaneous Thermal Analysis
Transition electron microscopy
Tetraethoxysilane

TG
TMWCNT
WGS
X-CT
ZT

Thermogravimetry
Treated multi wall carbon nano tube
Water gas shift
X-ray computed tomography
Thermoelectric properties

HA
IDEs
I-DOPA
ITO
LEDs
LIB
MB
MIP
MO
MWCNT
MX
NBs
NCs
NFs
NPLs
NPs
NTs
NWs
P(VDF-HFD)
PA6
PA66
PAN
PANI
PC
PCL
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